Countertop Solutions

sample layouts

A Pre-fitted System
Viola Park offers a set of countertop solutions designed to work in tandem with its base units to provide a reﬁned, ﬁtted
result that is easy to conﬁgure and install for nearly all kitchen layouts. By ordering your countertops and cabinets together
as a system, you gain the beneﬁts of more reﬁned design, streamlined project management and installation and in many
cases, lower costs.

Design Value
Good design is a result of the careful combination of deceptively simple decisions. The more steps and people there are in the process,
the harder this is to achieve.
When you order countertops from Viola Park, those decisions are built into the system with each detail carefully considered as part
of the whole kitchen’s design. Everything arrives optimized for aesthetics and function, from the overall ﬁt to the high tolerance
machining and the relationship of the countertop to other components.

Planning and Cost
By integrating the design and delivery of cabinets and countertops, you have consolidated two steps of the remodel process into
one and eliminated a number of extra coordination steps during installation. While cost is dependant on your conﬁguration, most
high quality countertop solutions will fall between $85-$120 per square foot fully installed. Your Viola Park coordinator can assist in
determining the cost and planning factors for you space but with a capable installer, costs for most Viola Park countertops, installed,
should fall below $80 per square foot.

Unique Features
Viola Park Countertops solutions come pre-machined to include features like sink cutouts with integrated drainboards, backstops,
backsplashes with integrated shelves, and supported overhangs for bar seating.

Materials
Viola Park’s selection of Paperstone, Corian and LG solid surface is based on their superior ability to wear gracefully over time and
be renewed instead of replaced in the case of most damage. The color palette has been carefully selected to integrate with Viola
Park’s other colors and materials.

Installation
Unlike outside sources who must template and fabricate after cabinetry installation, Viola Park countertops arrive with your order
and can be installed in sequence with the other components. Openings for sinks and all exposed edges are carefully machined
and sanded. Installation only requires trimming where counters meet architecture. These cuts do not need to be ﬁnished, as they
are designed to be covered by backstop material, which will be included in your order. All seams are pre-machined and installation
drawings are provided.

